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Abstract. Research effort in ontology visualization has largely focused on developing new visualization techniques. At the same time, researchers have paid
less attention to investigating the usability of common visualization techniques
that many practitioners regularly use to visualize ontological data. In this paper,
we focus on two popular ontology visualization techniques: indented tree and
graph. We conduct a controlled usability study with an emphasis on the effectiveness, efficiency, workload and satisfaction of these visualization techniques
in the context of assisting users during evaluation of ontology mappings. Findings from this study have revealed both strengths and weaknesses of each visualization technique. In particular, while the indented tree visualization is more
organized and familiar to novice users, subjects found the graph visualization to
be more controllable and intuitive without visual redundancy, particularly for
ontologies with multiple inheritance.
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1 Introduction
Information visualization (InfoVis) is a well-established research field. The goal of
InfoVis is to transform information into visual representations that enable viewers to
offload cognition to their perceptual systems in the process of better observing and
understanding the information at hand. On the semantic web, researchers have applied
visualization techniques to a range of topics such as semantic search [1], linked open
data [2] and most notably, ontology design and management [3]. In recent years,
ontology visualization has attracted much attention from the research community with
a focus on providing the necessary support to enable users to create new and browse
existing ontological resources. This research trend is reflected in the various visualization plugins developed for the Protégé1 ontology editor [4], and visual support designed for querying and browsing ontology libraries [5, 6].
A commonly used technique in ontology visualization is indented tree where indentation is used to illustrate super/sub-class relationships and there is one path and
one path only between any pair of nodes. Another observation from the literature is
that several ontology visualization tools have built upon node–link diagrams (i.e.,
graphs), which are essentially nodes with connecting edges that illustrate ontological
entities and the relationships that exist among them. While researchers have devoted
significant effort to develop new tools and techniques, they have paid less attention to
1
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investigating the usability of existing ontology visualization techniques that many
practitioners already use on a regular basis.
Motivated by this research opportunity, we evaluated two frequently used ontology
visualization techniques in the state of the art: indented tree and graph visualization.
The goal of our study is to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of the support
that these visualization techniques provide. Specifically, we are interested in comparing their support to users during manual mapping evaluation tasks. We used a controlled experimental approach and present quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
usability issues associated with these visualization techniques. The results from this
research have uncovered useful information on the suitability of these visualization
techniques in knowledge representation and mapping evaluation. In particular, we
identified and highlighted perceived benefits and drawbacks of these techniques.

2 Related Work
In recent years, researchers have developed a variety of techniques to visualize ontologies. In this section, we present a brief overview on notable advances in this area.
For extended discussions and classifications, see [3, 7].
Ontology development is one key activity that routinely relies on visualization.
Visualizations assist users monitoring changes during ontology evolution [8], provide
alternative development platforms by enabling UML-based editing [9] and rule-based
authoring2 of ontologies. Ontology editors such as Protégé, WebProtégé [10], OBOEdit3 and structOntology4; ontology browsers such as VectorBase5; ontology libraries
such as BioPortal6; as well as ontology mapping tools such as OntoLink7 all use indented tree visualization to present hierarchical structures that are typically associated
with ontological entities. Others have applied treemaps [11] in ontology visualization
to make use of all available screen space and to maximize the information displayed.
Plaisant and colleagues [12] explored SpaceTree for ontology visualization, which
extends the conventional node–link diagrams with dynamic rescaling to utilize screen
space. Parsia and colleagues [13] proposed CropCircle, which illustrates parent–child
and sibling relationships simultaneously. Protégé visualization plugins such as
OwlViz8, NavigOWL9, TGVizTab [19] and OWLPropViz10 use graphs to illustrate
classes and relationships in ontologies. Other web-based tools using similar node–link
diagrams to visualize ontologies include FlexViz [20], BioMixer [21] and OLSVis
[6]. In addition, 3D techniques have been applied to add more space on the screen by
introducing a third dimension to node–link diagrams, such as OntoSphere [14]. Other
research has focused on reducing information overload in node–link visualizations by
presenting only classes above a calculated importance score [15], while several au2
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thors [16, 17, 18] have argued for the benefits of multiple visualizations with the goal
of adapting to user preference and style.
The vast majority of these tools and techniques use indented tree or graph visualizations. Researchers in the field of InfoVis have extensively studied both techniques
[22, 23] and proposed a range of evaluation approaches depending on the stage of the
visualization software [24], including empirical studies [25] and insight-based methodologies [26]. In contrast, evaluation of visualization techniques in the context of
ontology-focused tasks has been limited. Existing studies have compared Protégé
plugins [27] and visualizations with built-in query support [28], focusing on evaluating their ability to support users seeking specific ontological information through
controlled experiments. This paper aims to fill this research gap by presenting a comparative usability study of the commonly used indented tree and graph visualizations
focusing on how well they illustrate ontological semantics.

3 Usability Study Overview
The goal of our usability study is to investigate the extent to which indented trees and
graphs can support users in the process of understanding the semantics in ontologies.

Figure 1. Sample Task Screen. In this example, graphs are used to visualize two biomedical
ontologies. Mappings to be evaluated are presented in a spreadsheet. Interacting with the visualizations, participants must use drop-down lists containing either “yes” or “no” responses to
evaluate the correctness of existing mappings (in part 1) and add missing mappings by typing
class names (into part 2 of the spreadsheet).

Specifically, we asked the study participants to evaluate a given set of mappings
between pairs of ontologies by interacting with the visualizations of these ontologies.
To evaluate a mapping successfully, a participant must understand the semantics of

the mapped entities in their respective ontologies and must use this knowledge to
determine whether a mapping relation exists. Hence this task setup ensures the study
focuses on examining the interactions between the participants and visualizations.
Note that we did not explicitly specify that the participant must generate an overview
of each ontology as we believe exploratory activities are inevitable in the given tasks.
To generate a mapping correctly or to identify an incorrect one, the user typically
must understand the semantics of the entities in their respective ontologies. This understanding is often a result of exploring the semantics and gaining an overview of the
structures.
3.1 Tasks
We presented the participants with a set of mappings and asked them to identify correct and incorrect mappings as well as add missing mappings. The participants were
assisted by visualizations of the ontology pair. Participants essentially engaged in two
types of activities: identification activities and creation activities. The former involves
the identification of correct and incorrect results among an existing set of mappings
(i.e., determining the correctness of the given mappings). The latter involves the creation of new mappings that are absent from the existing set (i.e., determining the completeness of the given mappings). Figure 1 shows an example of what a participant
saw on her (or his) screen.
3.2 Datasets
We used two pairs of ontologies, each accompanied by a set of mapping standards,
taken from the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) 2012 conference11
and the BioMed12 tracks. Table 1 presents an overview of the ontologies used in this
study.13
The conference ontologies describe the organization of conferences with a total of
74 and 100 classes respectively, at most 3 or 6 classes on the longest path to root, at
most 8 or 9 subclasses for a class, without any multiple inheritance. The conference
task represents a less difficult scenario, where the ontologies involved have fewer
classes, the number of subclasses per class is fewer and the paths to root are shorter.
The BioMed task involves ontologies describing concepts in the organism domain.
We reduced the size of the original ontologies and gold standards. In our study, the
BioMed ontologies have a total of 89 and 181 entities respectively, at most 11 or 12
classes on the longest path to root, at most 6 or 10 subclasses for a class, with at most
4 occurrences of multiple inheritance. The BioMed task illustrates a more difficult
scenario as the ontologies contain more entities, the number of children per entity is
increased, the paths to root are longer and multiple inheritance is present.
Based on the OAEI gold standards, for each ontology pair, we randomly removed
correct mappings from its gold standard and added incorrect mappings in order to
create two mapping sets to present to the participants. The conference task and the
BioMed task both required the participants to identify 13 correct results, 3 incorrect
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results and add 7 missing mappings in each task scenario. This setup thus ensures that
the study outcome (in particular, time on task) is not affected by the number of mappings to be evaluated, but rather a result of ontology and visualization complexity.
Table 1. Characteristics of the Ontologies Used in the Study
Conference Ontologies BioMed Ontologies
O1
O2
O3
O4
Class Count
38
77
89
181
Object Property Count
13
33
Data Type Property Count
23
Multiple Inheritance Occurrences
2
4

3.3 Visualization Support
We presented indented tree visualizations to the participants by loading ontologies
into Protégé and asked participants to interact with the trees but not with any other
features in Protégé. We implemented graph visualizations14 in force directed layouts
using the D3 JavaScript library15. This implementation is representative of current
graph techniques as it is composed of nodes and connecting edges, which are key
characteristics of graphs as shown from the literature review.

(a) Indented Tree Visualization
(b) Graph Visualization
Figure 2. Visualization Techniques Investigated in the Study

Figure 2 presents visualization snippets of the SNOMED ontology using indented
tree (Figure 2-a) and graph (Figure 2-b). In the indented tree visualization, is-a relationships are illustrated by indentation and the expanders allow users to toggle children of a node. Participants can use horizontal and vertical scroll bars to adjust the
viewing area. In the graph visualization, classes are illustrated by vertices and is-a
relationships are illustrated by directional edges with arrowheads pointing to the subclasses. The coloring of the vertices denotes whether a node is expandable (i.e., darkcolored vertices illustrate the existence of subclasses whereas light-colored vertices
illustrate nonexpandable vertices). Clickable vertices allow users to toggle children of
a particular node. In addition to using scroll bars to adjust the viewing area, the graph
visualization is also editable: users can customize and manipulate the visualization by
14
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dragging and dropping nodes to any location on the screen. In both visualization techniques, we presented only the ontology root initially and participants must expand the
root to view other classes.
3.4 Participants
We recruited volunteers via engineering departmental mailing lists at the University
of Victoria. Each participant who successfully completed a study session received a
$20 gift certificate. A total of 36 participants took part in our study. The participants
were undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in disciplines including computer
science, biomedical, biochemistry, and mechanical, electrical, software engineering.
All participants were novice users of semantic technologies and they were new to
ontologies and ontology mapping. As users of ontologies and visualizations increasingly include people with little knowledge of semantic technologies (e.g., BioPortal
users are clinical and biomedical researchers who are new to ontologies and mappings), we were interested in studying the visualization support for novices. This
group of users is of particular interest to us since a true expert should be able to successfully and accurately evaluate mappings regardless of the tool support. We do,
however, recognize the opportunity to include expert users in future studies (discussed in section 6).
3.5 Protocol
We carried out one-on-one sessions with participants, where a session lasted approximately two hours. In each study session, we asked the participant to first complete an
online tutorial on ontologies and ontology mapping.16 The participant was then given
instructions on the goal of her (or his) tasks: evaluate a set of exact mappings between
a pair of ontologies.17 We asked each participant to complete two tasks. Each task
involved one ontology pair and one type of visualization. Each participant was asked
to complete a video tutorial on how to interact with a given visualization before they
began a task. We varied the ordering of the ontologies and visualization support between participants. For example, in one session, we asked Alice to complete the conference task using the indented tree, and then we asked her to complete the BioMed
task using the graph. In another session, we asked Bob to complete the BioMed task
using the indented tree, and then we asked him to complete the conference task using
the graph. We randomly assigned tasks, ensuring equal distribution of tasks in the
population as well as counterbalancing the order of tasks overall. This protocol ensured that a participant did not become overly familiar with a particular visualization,
nor did the participant learn about the domain of interest over time, thus minimizing
the impact of task order on the study outcome. Our protocol ensures that the only
independent variable in the experiment is the visualization type, since we are interested in how two visualizations differ in their support to the same user group conducting
the same set of tasks. However, we recognize a potential research opportunity to
compare behaviors of different user groups in the future (discussed in section 6).
3.6 Metrics
To investigate the extent to which the indented tree and graph visualization can assist
16
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novice users in evaluating mappings effectively and efficiently, we measured task
success and time on task as follows.
We calculated success scores for a participant to reflect identification success (i.e.,
the activity focusing on evaluating the correctness), creation success (i.e., the activity
focusing on evaluating the completeness) and overall success (i.e., combing both type
of activities). For example, suppose a task presents a set of existing mappings between ontology O and O', among which are n1 number of correct mappings, n2 number of incorrect mappings and n3 number of missing mappings. If a participant successfully identifies x number of correct mappings and y number of incorrect mappings, then her (or his) identification success = (x+y)/(n1+n2). If a participant correctly creates z number of new mappings, then her (or his) creation success = z/n3. Her (or
his) overall success = (x+y+z)/(n1+n2+n3). Her (or his) error rate is recorded as the
number of incorrect answers divided by her (or his) total number of answers. Success
scores range between 0 and 1; the higher the score the more successful the participant
was at the task. Error rates also range between 0 and 1; the lower it is, the fewer mistakes the participant made in the task.
We asked participants to raise any questions before they began a task as we did not
allow any interactions during the task. This restriction ensured a clear end state in the
tasks, whereby time on task is the length of time it took a participant to complete the
spreadsheet (which included both identification and creation activities).
3.7 Participant Feedback
After each task, we collected user feedback through computerized surveys based on
the NASA-task load index (NASA-TLX) [29], the System Usability Scale (SUS) [30],
the Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease of Use (USE) questionnaire [31], and reaction
cards [32]. We used 7-point Likert scales for all questionnaires.
Workload is “the cost of accomplishing mission requirements for the human operator” [33]. The NASA-TLX is specifically designed to measure workload through six
dimensions, namely mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, effort, performance and frustration level. Each dimension is measured through a question that
asks the participant to rate the demand level on scales with endpoints being low-high
and poor-good. In this study, we used raw NASA-TLX [34], which eliminates weightings between paired dimensions. Raw NASA-TLX is shown to be of no particular
accuracy loss compared to the original, weighting NASA-TLX [33]. For each participant, we calculated a single workload score by averaging normalized scores of the six
dimensions. The workload rating for a dimension ranges between 0 and n-1 given an
n-point Likert scale. The workload score for a dimension is calculated as (n-1)×100/6.
The overall workload is the mean of six ratings. The workload rating ranges between
0 (low workload) and 100 (high workload).
The SUS is a questionnaire that contains 10 statements collecting feedback on
agreement scales. Five statements are positively worded and the other five are negatively worded. Example statements include “I thought the visualization was easy to
use” and “I found the visualization unnecessarily complex”. Using an n-point Likert
scale, the score contribution for a statement ranges between 0 and n-1. For a positively worded statement, the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For a negatively worded statement, the score contribution is n minus the scale position. Multiply
the sum of ten score contributions by 10/(n-1) to obtain the overall usability score. An

aggregated usability score can be calculated for a visualization, which ranges between
0 and 100. The higher it is, the more usable the visualization.
In addition to SUS, we used the USE questionnaire, which expresses usability in
four dimensions: usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning and satisfaction. We collected levels of user agreement to 30 statements. Our goals was to gain a further understanding in the variations between the two visualization techniques by breaking
usability down to four dimensions. We calculated a mean rating that ranges between 0
and 6 to indicate the average rating for each of the four usability dimensions.
Finally, we presented 118 reaction cards containing adjectives (e.g., “engaging”,
“powerful”, “rigid”, “dated”, etc.) to participants after the completion of each task.
We asked the participants to pick out top five cards that best described the specific
visualization in the given task and explain their choices. This technique aimed to elicit
commentary and collect qualitative feedback.

4 Findings
We present the results of the measures discussed in section 3.6 and 3.7 below.
4.1 Effectiveness
Figure 3 presents mean overall success. Table 2 presents further details on the various
success scores. In the conference task, the user group that was assisted by graphs
yielded a slightly higher mean overall success score. Both visualization techniques
generated the same median overall success score. We carried out independent sample
t tests (with an alpha level equal to 0.05) with the null hypothesis being there is no
difference between the two user groups. P-values from these independent t tests indicate that there is no significant difference between the user groups.

(a) Conference Task
(b) BioMed Task
Figure 3. Visualization Effectiveness. The vertical axis illustrates mean overall success and the
horizontal axis represents the user groups using different visualizations. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals, i.e., how far from the reported value the true (error free) value might be.

In the BioMed task, the user group who used indented trees generated higher mean,
median and lower standard deviation in identification and overall success scores.
They also made fewer mistakes, as suggested by lower and less dispersed error rates.
With the exception of creation success scores, p-values generated from all other
scores are equal to or less than the alpha level. This finding suggests that there are
significant differences between the identification score, overall success and error rates

between the two user groups, indicating that indented trees were more effective.
Table 2. Task Success. Statistically significant results are bolded.
Visualization Task Success
Conference Task
BioMed Task
Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev
Identification 0.6458 0.6250 0.1134 0.6944 0.6875 0.1514
Creation
0.1825 0.1429 0.2068 0.1190
0
0.1715
Indented Tree
Overall
0.5048 0.5000 0.1045 0.5193 0.5000 0.1362
Error
0.3951 0.4045 0.1322 0.3668 0.3640 0.1433
Identification
Creation
Overall
Error

Graph

0.6563
0.1746
0.5097
0.3794

0.6563
0.0714
0.5000
0.3787

0.1458
0.2525
0.1534
0.1339

0.5382
0.1111
0.4082
0.4747

0.5625
0.0714
0.4130
0.5147

0.2013
0.1433
0.1507
0.1747

4.2 Efficiency
Figure 4 presents an overview of the average time spent completing each task using
different visualizations. Further details are shown in Table 3. It is consistently shown
in both tasks that user groups assisted by the indented tree visualization were faster at
completing their tasks than those who used graphs. However, p-values do not provide
sufficient evidence to indicate a statistically significant difference between the user
groups, suggesting comparable completion time regardless of the visualization used.

(a) Conference Task
(b) BioMed Task
Figure 4. Visualization Efficiency. The vertical axis represents mean time-on-task, and the
horizontal axis illustrates the user group. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
Table 3. Time on Task
Conference Task
BioMed Task
Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev
Indented Tree 17.9
15.5
7.8
24.5
25
10.7
Graph
21.9
21
8.9
33.7
30
16.6
Visualization

4.3 Workload
Figure 5 presents an overview of the workload scores. Further details are presented in
Table 4. Mean values indicate that the user group assisted by the graph visualization
found the task more demanding that those who used the indented tree visualization in
both tasks. In the conference task, the workload scores for graphs are particularly
disperse, which consequently led to higher mean and median even though the most
common rating is much lower (see mode) compared to the indented tree visualization.

However, p-values in both tasks indicate that the differences between the two user
groups are not statistically significant, i.e., there was no particular increase in workload regardless of the type of visualization used.
Table 4. Workload Scores
Conference Task
BioMed Task
Mean Median Mode StDev Mean Median Mode StDev
Indented Tree 39.97 41.67 50.00 13.31 52.47 52.78 52.78 12.31
Graph
47.99 45.83 30.56 18.17 57.87 56.97 61.11 10.05
Visualization

(a) Conference Task
(b) BioMed Task
Figure 5. Task Workload. The vertical axis represents mean workload scores, and the horizontal axis illustrates the user group. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

4.4 Usability and Qualitative Feedback
Figure 6 presents an overview of the SUS scores. Further details are shown in Table
5. In both tasks, the usability scores indicate that participants found the indented tree
more usable than graph as the average, mid-point and most commonly occurred values are always higher. However, this difference is not statistically significant.

(a) Conference Task
(b) BioMed Task
Figure 6. Visualization Usability. The vertical axis represents mean usability score, and the
horizontal axis illustrates the user group. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 7 shows USE ratings generated for the visualizations. In the conference
task, similar ratings are generated for both visualization techniques with the indented

tree having slightly higher mean and median ratings in all four dimensions. However,
p-values suggest that the differences shown in this task are not statistically significant.
In the BioMed task, there is a decrease in all ratings for both visualization techniques,
although higher mean and median values are found in indented tree. P-values indicate
a statistically significant difference between the two visualization techniques in terms
of usefulness (note that statistical significance was not found in ease of use, ease of
learning and satisfaction ratings). The results suggest that as the evaluation task becomes more difficult, visualization support appears to be less helpful regardless of the
specific technique. Overall, the USE results indicate that all usability dimensions of
the two visualization techniques are in fact very comparable.
Table 5. Usability Scores
Conference Task
BioMed Task
Mean Median Mode StDev Mean Median Mode StDev
Indented Tree 78.70 80.00 71.67 17.54 61.30 60.00 70.00 22.96
Graph
70.19 73.33 50.00 14.72 53.24 50.83 50.00 20.67
Visualization

(a) Conference Task
(b) BioMed Task
Figure 7. Visualization Usability Breakdown. Each axis presents a usability dimension (usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning and satisfaction). The radar chart presents a mean rating for
each dimension.

Figure 8 presents tag clouds of reaction card responses. In the conference task, participants found both visualization techniques easy to use. They found the indented tree
familiar and the graph intuitive. In the case of the BioMed task, as the task becomes
more difficult, more diverse reaction cards are used and an increased number of negative cards are present for both visualization techniques. For instance, the participants
described both visualization techniques as distracting, frustrating and confusing. They
characterized indented trees as organized, straightforward and simplistic, although
dull, boring and busy. They found the graph visualization to be approachable and
controllable in the conference task, however, it became annoying and complex in the
BioMed task. Overall, participants consistently used simplistic to describe the indented tree in both tasks. They also consistently used easy to use to describe the graph
visualization in both tasks, although this phrase is used much less frequently to describe the indented tree in the BioMed task. Furthermore, several participants mentioned that they particularly liked how multiple inheritance is visualized in graphs.

Visualization

Conference Task

BioMed Task

Indented Tree

Graph

Figure 8. Reaction Card Responses. Font sizes illustrate the frequency of use for a particular
card; the bigger the font, the more frequently the card was used to describe a visualization.

5 Discussion
We present correlation results and key observations drawn from this study next.
5.1 Correlation Tests
Given the range of variables (i.e., effectiveness, efficiency, workload, SUS and USE
scores) associated with each visualization, we conducted correlation tests to determine
whether dependable relationships exist. If a strong correlation coefficient exists between a variable pair, then knowing the value of one variable, we could predict the
likely value of the other variable for a given visualization. The degree of correlation
between two variables is represented by the R-value, which ranges between -1 and 1.
The stronger the correlation, the closer the R-value is towards -1 (negative correlation) or 1 (positive correlation). Overall, results show that R-values indicate mostly
weak or non-existent associations between variables. An example is presented in
Figure 9. In Figure 9-a, task success is correlated with usability scores. R-values indicate that visualization usability did not impact task success. In Figure 9-b, error rates
are correlated with task completion time. Notably in the BioMed task, we found a
stronger R-value suggesting that if more time is spent to complete a task, users using
graphs are likely to make fewer mistakes.
5.2 Summary of Findings
The effectiveness results suggest that when ontologies are smaller and have a simpler
structure, users are likely to achieve the same level of success regardless of the specific visualization used, such as the case with the conference task. However, given more
complex ontologies, the indented tree is more effective. More specifically, users are
likely to be more successful at activities that concern the evaluation of existing mappings using indented trees, but more successful at activities that involve creating new
mappings using the graphs. This finding suggests that the indented tree visualization
is more suitable for list-checking activities, and the graph visualization is more suitable for overviews.

(a) Correlating Task Success and Usability Score

(b) Correlating Error Rate and Time on Task
Figure 9. Correlation Results. The axes represent the variables being tested for correlation. The
scattered plots illustrate individual participant results. Trend lines indicate linear regressions
between the variables.

The efficiency results suggest that the task completion time is more likely to be a
result of domain familiarity (the majority of participants being engineering students)
rather than a direct cause of the specific visualization used, since both tasks had comparable completion times and the differences are not statistically significant. Similar
findings are shown in the workload ratings, where participants did not feel a particular
visualization is more demanding than the other.
Another notable finding is that although most participants were interacting with
graphs for the first time, they did not feel that it was more difficult to learn as suggested by the ease of learning ratings. Some mentioned that graphs held their attention
better. However, it is clear that graphs can become difficult to manage once they
exceeded a certain threshold of nodes. This finding suggests that the graph size should
not be overlooked when determining the suitability of its application.
Multiple inheritance is inevitable in certain domains. Visualization techniques that
can seamlessly incorporate such conceptual models are essential to users, and as such,
graphs are more suitable than indented trees in these scenarios as noted by several
participants. Take the SNOMED visualization snippets shown in Figure 2 as an example. Yeast has two parents: Fungal_morphologic_state and Unclassified_fungus;
Fungal_morphologic_state also has two parents: Fungal_life-cycle_form and Fungus.

This semantic structure is illustrated with ease using directional edges in the graph
visualization (see Figure 2-a). However, Fungal_morphologic_state is shown twice
and Yeast appears three times (see Figure 1-b) in the indented tree. This visual duplication in indented trees requires users to make additional efforts when understanding
the data at hand and can potentially add to confusion.
Another disadvantage of the indented tree is that given a fixed screen space, it is
not always possible to view the entire tree structure. It is particularly challenging
given ontologies with greater depth and a large number of descendants per node. The
sheer amount of expanders can be overwhelming and this makes it difficult for the
user to preserve a mental model of the ontological hierarchy. While the indented tree
offers little adaptation to the user, the graph visualization is much more customizable
and adaptive. For example, users can simply place previously explored nodes on the
far side of the screen to make room for nodes that are of current interest. Users stated
that the flexibility offered by graphs helped them to better hold their attention during
the tasks. A disadvantage of the graph is that it can quickly get busy on a fixed screen
size providing ineffective visualization given a large number of nodes. Overall, the
advantage of the indented tree is that it is familiar and predictable, as most participants are already accustomed to this visualization technique given its similarity with
computer file directories. However, we attempted to minimize this bias by presenting
visualizations in Protégé (given it is representative of state-of-the-art indented tree
techniques and none of the participants have encountered it before), as it is unlikely
for one to find participants who have never seen a computer directory before participating in our experiment.

6 Conclusions, Limitations and Future Work
Given the different strengths and weaknesses associated with graphs and indented
trees, their applications should thus be determined upon specific ontology characteristics, visualization needs and user goals. Tool designers should consider combining
multiple ontology visualization techniques that can engage users from different viewpoints yet are complementary to one another. In addition, ontology visualization
should aim to empower users by providing customizable visualizations that are not
only in manageable segments but are also adaptive to diverse personal preferences
and styles.
The results of our study are dependent upon the visualization implementation, datasets used and participants involved. Although the graph visualization is representative of current techniques, some behaviors are unique to this specific force directed
implementation. For instance, class names can overlap in graphs, and although participants can easily drag and rearrange nodes for a better view of the text, this process
can increase frustration for users. Nevertheless, we have uncovered some motivating
results from this study.
Our study suggests several future research directions. First, it would be useful to
conduct studies with larger participant groups, as increased sample sizes could potentially lead to more statistically significant findings. Feedback regarding the controllable nature of graphs is specific to the implementation used in this study. Future experiments could explore non-editable graph layouts as well as other visualization techniques, such as treemaps and SpaceTrees. In addition, although it is relevant to inves-

tigate usability issues that arise among novice users, it can be even more informative
for the study to recruit true ontology and mapping experts. Secondly, the datasets used
in this study involve a limited set of ontologies and mappings. Future studies including larger ontologies from other domains and an increased number of mappings may
uncover additional scalability issues. However, it may be challenging to recruit volunteers given tasks that could take hours or days to complete. Moreover, the ontologies
used in this study mostly contain hierarchical relationships among classes. Other
object properties (e.g., transitive relationships, inverse relationships, etc.) associated
with ontological entities can be the focus of further studies. For instance, future experiments could investigate whether graphs are more suitable to visualize object properties. Lastly, it may be beneficial to apply other evaluation approaches discussed in
section 2 such as identifying usability issues based on observations of users over a
long period of time.
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